Seven global car maker’s KPI’s Part 1: Unit Sales

Few items of business news grab the headlines more than sales volumes and, whether you’re
a consumer or an industry insider, that is never more true than when car sales results for a
market or a car manufacturer are published. It’s not just the numbers themselves. Car sales
volumes are used as key idicators of global and regional economic development, consumer
conﬁdence, consumer preferences and urbanization, to mention just a few.
Two factors help to put global car sales ﬁgures need to be placed in context. First, the global
car market is highly dynamic and is expected to reach 100 MN units by 2022. In that forecast
the market in China doubles from it’s current size – from 28MN to 55MN units – and the US
grows to around 22MN units. More surprising is that India moves into the #4 slot with sales of
around 5MN just behind Japan. Second, the proliferation of modular platforms across
manufacturers will reduce production costs and lead to signiﬁcant model development.
Carmakers are likely to produce a growing range of models in shorter production runs. Using
the same platform should help them make more proﬁts. But, this may not lead to a bonanza
for shareholders. Most of the proﬁts could be eaten up in the extra costs of developing new
technology and rising raw material prices. As for dealers, if they’re to keep a role in the
distribution chain at all, they will need to become savvy at reaching and trading with a wider
range of segments. That will cost them more money too.
Sales in Units:

Global Vehicle Sales outstripped GDP between 2007 and 2016

Global carmakers trumpet their production and sales ﬁgures for any given year on their
websites and in their ﬁnancial accounts. Dig deeper into their reports and car makers often
disclose where the vehicles were sold and, in some cases, the mix of sales by model and
brand. From time to time a manufacturer may go even further and reveal their operating
margin in each sales region. Assessed carefully, this data provides an insight into each car
makers relative strengths and weaknesses in market share, by product segment and by
region. The analysis below assesses the passenger car sales performance of seven
carmakers surveyed for the period from 2007 to 2016. It’s not uniform as some
manufacturers disclose more data to the public than others. At the bottom of the post each
one of 7 global carmakers is ranked on its sales performance in units.
In the 10 years between 2007 and 2016 global vehicle sales, approximately 75% cars and
25% commercials, jumped by a third from 71.5MN to 93.8MN. Sales grew by almost 4% each

year (CAGR) far outstripping the rate of global GDP, which fell by an average of 6% a year
over the same period. The GDP numbers are hardly surprising – the US and Europe
experienced the full eﬀects of the global ﬁnancial crisis in the years under review. However,
the rate of global car sales growth was unexpected – see an earlier post. But, more
importantly for dealers and investors, not every carmaker matched the long-term average
sales growth and their growth rate was often diﬀerent in each region. As a result, some
brands ended the period in a diﬀerent competitive position than when they started it.
Whether a dealer or investor is linked to a winner or a loser, the results for the brands that
they represent are a consideration for future investment and operating decisions.

Daimler edged past BMW in global sales in 2016.

Mercedes-Benz Cars Table 1 – Sales by Key Market 2007 – 2016

Of all the ﬁrms surveyed Daimler (Mercedes-Benz) was the fastest growing overall.
Daimler’s sales grew by 7.5% a year between 2011 and 2016 – roughly 50% faster than the
rest of the car makers in this review and almost 90% faster than the global average over the
same period. Great news. Not quite. MB Table 1 suggests that, in terms of regions, the picture
is mixed: growth in Europe was almost ﬂat (+1%), US sales grew by 7% a year but the main
growth has been Asia-Paciﬁc (+12%) and China (+23%). It looks like Mercedes-Benz has
saturated it’s domestic market and can only grow by expanding away from its core older,
aﬄuent buyers in Europe. In the US, unfortunately, it faces signiﬁcant headwinds from
entrenched players and has limited production capacity to exploit the expanding consumer
appetite for SUV’s and Pick-Ups. For a brand heritage based on large, luxury cars outsiders
may think it a concern to Daimler that their main sales growth in the ﬁve years to 2016 was
in their A/B-Class (+18%) and SUV’s (+23%) while their saloon sales have been almost ﬂat, as
shown in MB Table 2. Probably not. The global large sedan segments have been shrinking for
a decade and switching to SUV’s and Crossovers. Most analysts surmise that Daimler is
moving away from conventional sedans as a policy.

Mercedes-Benz Cars Table 2: Sales by model class 2007 – 2016

BMW wasn’t far behind Daimler, growing by 7.2% a year over the 5-year period. Their
pattern of regional growth was also similar – see BMW Table 1. China (+17%) and Asia
(+10%) were the main growth markets. Compared to Daimler, BMW fared better in Europe
(+7%) but sales were ﬂat in their home market (+1%) and BMW grew slower than Daimler in
the US (+4%). However, BMW’s model strategy has paid oﬀ handsomely in the last 5 years –

BMW Table 1: Sales by Main Market 2007 – 2016

see BMW Table 2. They have maintained volumes of their existing model series – excepting
Z4 – while experiencing signiﬁcant growth from their new niche series since they were
launched – 2 Series (+119%), 4-Series (+200%) and X4 (+64%). X1, the ﬁrst of the new lineup, still grew by 59% a year in the last 5 years. They also gained a toehold in Electric Vehicles
which may prove useful experience in the next stage of their product oﬀensive.

BMW Table 2: Sales by Model Series 2007 -2016

Competition between all global brands remains focused on the ‘Triad’ markets. Every brand –
mainstream or premium – has tried to win and defend a signiﬁcant share in each one: Europe,
the US and China. How well did the premium brands fare in that arena? In the last ﬁve years
Daimler has defended, but not grown, its European and US market shares but has quadrupled

sales in China to 20% of its total.
BMW achieved a similar result but only succeeded in trebling its sales in China. Keep in mind
that Audi (not included in the survey group) – who had ﬁrst mover advantage in China by
2007 – has grown that region to almost 30% of global sales, defended their European market
share and managed to double volumes in the US. Daimler’s’ sales growth rate was matched
by Audi over the last 5 years and Audi grew faster over the last 10.

Ford leads GM in the US market.

Both Ford and GM global sales grew slower in the 2011 – 2016 period than the global market
and the seven car makers in the survey. Ford grew faster than GM in the period, growing at
3.2%, marginally undershooting the global market (3.7%) but signiﬁcantly below the survey
group average (4.8%). By 2016 Ford had been implementing its ‘One Ford’ product strategy
for a decade – designing a single global product range that builds 99% of their cars on 9
platforms with a small range of suppliers. How did that go? At ﬁrst sight Ford’s strategy for
the ‘Triad’ markets’ has been broadly successful. Between 2011 and 2016 Ford managed to
retain 80% of its European sales volume but lost market share. In the same period Ford grew
its US volumes (37% of total sales)

Ford Regional Sales Evolution 2007 – 2016

and more than trebled its sales in China to 15% of its global volume. But in the US, the FSeries pick-up is estimated by some analysts to provide 90% of Ford’s US proﬁts from 35% of
its sales. If true, it suggests that many of its other models within the US are at break-even or
loss-making,

Ford Car Sales By Model – US Market 2007 – 2016

even with a rise of 19% in its total US volumes. In Europe Ford described the market as facing
‘structural’ problems – overcapacity and government debt dampening demand – which they
used to explain why Ford of Europe was loss making between 2011 and 2015. That anlysis
may or may not be completely correct but, what is clear is that Ford ﬁnds itself producing
successful mainstream small and medium sized cars that face an uphill struggle on
transaction prices as they compete with budget brands. Maintaining it’s strong performance
in China and the Asia-Paciﬁc markets is likely to be critical to its future.
GM vehicle sales grew at only 2.1% over the period, the slowest in the survey. However, that
lacklustre performance from GM came during a period when they entered into bankruptcy in
2009 and carried out signiﬁcant brand restructuring and divestment over the next few years,
so that they emerged as a primarily US and China market player by 2014. Many of their longstanding brands – Pontiac, Hummer and Saturn were closed – and they divested Saab and,
more recently, their Vauxhall and Opel brands in Europe. A further drag on GM sales has been
the hundreds of lawsuits and $2BN in settlements GM had to payout for its ignition-switch
fault that

GM Regional Sales Evolution 2007 – 2016

eﬀected 2.6MN US vehicles. Beyond that Automotive News reported that GM recalled a
further 4.3MN units for faulty airbag software in 2016. So, its unsurprising that GM have found
their European market position undermined. Not so their position in the US and China.
Belatedly, in 2014 their CEO launched a plan which mirrored Ford. Their intention is – the
same as Ford, and almost everyone else, – to reduce the number of platforms and suppliers
so that they can achieve scale using new designs on the same architecture. This platform
policy is not without risk for all the brands that follow it. Fewer platforms limits the ability to
tailor models for diﬀerent markets. And, if a platform becomes technologically out-dated, it’s
impact is spread over many models and markets. More importantly, as many car makers are
following a similar path, they should all achieve the same cost reductions in the end, so noone will have a sustainable competitive advantage. GM now competes in only two ‘Triad’

markets – US and China. In the US it sold 3.6MN units (36% of global sales) and in China
slightly more. The challenge is how to maintain it’s #2 global sales ranking without a share of
European sales going forward.

VW and Toyota sales growth rate places them beyond the rest.

In this review we have three more carmakers: Volkswagen (VW), FIAT-Chrysler Auto(
FCA) and Toyota. After a long series of acquisitions of both passenger car and commercial
vehicle brands in the 30-year period from 1980 – 2010, which fuelled apparently unstoppable
growth, VW was hit with a global diesel emissions scandal whose eﬀects have yet to be fully
worked through. However, notwithstanding a fall in 2015, VW global sales still grew faster
(4.3%) than most of its mainstream rivals in the last ﬁve years but, two key factors
emerge when sales are

VW Group deliveries by region and brand 2016.

analysed at the region and brand level. First, VW is highly dependent on the market in China –
its their #1 market for VW cars and Porsche and the #2 maket for Skoda and Audi. Second,
in relation to their size overall and speciﬁc brands, they have a relatively weak presence in
the US – except for Porsche. So what? Imagine the impact on sales if VW cars do not make a
success of electric cars and the PRC government legislate for zero-emissions. Unlikely, but not
impossible. It could rob them of enough units to break-even.

FCA Sales By Region 2011 – 2016

The recently established FIAT-Chrysler Automobiles (2014), the world’s 8th largest
carmaker grew by 3.0% since 2011, less than the group average. Similarly to Volkswagen,
they too have wide disparities in sales per region and by brand. Over 95% of US sales are
Dodge and Jeep. FIAT has little or no traction outside Latin America. The same is broadly true
for China and the rest of the APAC region – over 90% of sales are Jeep; even Dodge attracts
very few customers in the region. Only in EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) is FCA able
to sell Both FIAT (85%+) and Jeep (13%). Unless FCA can achieve substantial volume for all of
its brands across all the ‘Triad’ markets and beyond. it is destined to be a struggling global
car maker – even with almost 5MN units worldwide. (Their CEO reported that FCA needs more
than 6MN units to break-even). That’s not to say it will fail, only that it may not retain a
leading global position in its current form.
For a brand beset by product recalls between 2009 and 2014, Toyota‘s annual sales growth
rate since 2011 (6.7%)
is a testament to its
inherent brand equity. It
recalled 16MN units
between 2009 and
2013. In 2014 alone, reported Automotive News, it recalled 13.8MN in the US and 15.8MN in
the rest of the world. Customers, however, appear to have forgiven them. One reason could
be that they are the most geographically well balanced of all the global car makers. However,
as the table shows, maintaining sales growth has impacted their proﬁtability diﬀerently in
each region. While margins in China (locally made) and Japan held up, all other regions
suﬀered, possibly impacted by re-call costs. Toyota in the US was the #1 selling “imported”
brand for two decades, achieving 2MN units in 2007. During the ﬁnancial crisis it lost almost
500,000 US units, mainly to Hyundai-Kia. However, since 2011 they have been able to
recover all these registrations in the US, mainly at the expense of GM. Every silver lining has
a cloud.
Keep in Mind
Sales numbers need to be looked at in context. It’s enough for a car maker to celebrate their
immediate success with a new product but the long-term approach is more important for a
dealer or an investor. While the growth rate trend compared to a benchmark might be the
starting point for a review this post illustrates that at least two other trends are worth
considering: ﬁrst, the growth rate in key markets – especially the ‘Triad’ markets; second, the
growth rate in diﬀerent product segments, carlines or brands. Finally, when all’s said and

done, how well did the business achieve it’s stated strategic goals or respond to signiﬁcant
unforseen events. It’s that ﬁnal test of adaptability that sets the best managed brands apart.
Scoring Points:
Based on this analysis, what ranking should be awarded for each car maker in terms of unit
sales growth? Rank 1 is the top and rank 7 is at the bottom. Here’s my selection.
BMW: #1. BMW didn’t grow as fast as Daimler and growth stalled in the US in 2016. But,
they have launched a wider range of successful new models than their rivals, positioned
themselves for expansion of SUV’s, attained a foothold in electric vehicles and are well
positioned in every triad market. For this balanced approach they were placed in pole position
on this metric.
Toyota #2. Toyota gets my vote for second place based on potential as well as results. Well
positioned in every market with a demonstrably resilient brand, they have a reputation in
Hybrids and a new platform architecture (TGNA) reday for market. With every one else raising
prices, they have the potential to radically reduce operating costs. They are positioned in
electric and, in theory, their recent breakthrough in battery technology could give their EV’s
the range of conventional cars. That could secure for them global car sales production
leadership over the coming years.
Daimler: #3 . Daimler grew fastest and its current product oﬀensive has considerable
potential for further sales growth, at least up to 2020. They’re well positioned across the Triad
markets – although with capacity constraints – and have progressed with common platform
architecture. They have 10 EV’s in the pipeline to be launched before 2022 and are serious
about high range EV’s for the van market. That gets them slot number three.
Volkswagen #4. Volkswagen reported that they would have been the No.1 global carmaker
in 2017… except they did not have the capacity to build enough SUV’s and they plan to
change that in the next few years. They would be higher up mylist if they could demonstrate
success in the US market. So far, even with the FX rates on their side they haven’t done so.
So, they’re in fourth place on this measure.
Ford: #5. Ford is placed in front of GM simply because they still have a European foothold
and GM doesn’t. So, in theory at least, they’re still a truly ‘global’ car maker. What may hold
them back could be their ability to generate enough cash to fund the enormous technological
investments required for electric and autonomous vehicles while still paying signiﬁcant
dividends or funding share buy-backs.
GM: #6. GM is ranked at sixth place because it is no longer a truly ‘global’ car manufacturer –
it is the pre-eminent US and Asia-Paciﬁc player. Its comeback after bankruptcy has been a
business school case study but the headwinds are signiﬁcant. Like Ford, can it generate
enough cash to fund new technology and satisfy shareholders? Is it far enough down the
development path to make a signiﬁcant breakthrough. Let’s all hope so.
FCA: #7. FCA set out an ambitious business strategy in 2013 for both volume and
proﬁtability. Despite delivering 5MN units a year it’s brands demonstrated regional, not global
appeal. As a result, although partially successful in the US and Europe, they did not deliver on
their plan. True, they have revealed a brand strategy with clearly deﬁned focal points for each
brand…but can they deliver this by 2019? On past performance, they just might but probably
won’t.

This post is the ﬁrst of a series reviewing the ﬁnancial KPI’s in detail of seven global car
makers from the period 2007 – 2016. The aim is to show car dealers and other industry
stakeholders what they should include when they review actual or potential franchise
opportunities.The next post in this series looks at Sales Revenue for the 7 brands over the
period from 2007 – 2016.
It’s estimated that the car market global turnover will expand in revenue between $1TN – 3TN
between 2013 and 2020, so many car makers will report growth but, motor industry
professionals need to know how to evaluate those sales numbers. This post, one in a series,
shows how to analyze a carmakers sales numbers from diﬀerent angles in a business and
ﬁnancial assessment. It uses recent data on seven global car manufacturers and evaluates
the patterns, ratios and trends from a dealer’s standpoint. It shows each car makers relative
strengths and weaknesses based on the information.
The seven car makers – Daimler and BMW, Ford and GM, Volkswagen, Toyota and FiatChrysler Autos (FCA) – are reviewed for the period 2007 up to 2017. Morningstar and the car
makers own published ﬁgures provided the ﬁnancial data. OICA provided the global sales
numbers to create the benchmark. Car Sales Base provided the data on carlines in each
market. The focus is on the trends in global sales in units looked at overall and, where data is
available, by model series and major regional market – Europe, US and China.

